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About This Game

R.O.O.T.S is a real-time strategy game that pits the player against colorful yet invasive enemies that must be overtaken before
the player themselves is uprooted! Warfare has never been so beautifully unorthodox.

Minimalistic graphics, pleasant sounds and smooth controls makes R.O.O.T.S a distinct piece of art that is a pure pleasure to
play.

~~~~~ R.O.O.T.S FEATURES ~~~~~

 Vibrant warfare that feels nonviolent

 A unique gaming experience for all

 Stimulating gameplay

 Relaxing soundtrack that fits

 Variety of changing environments

 Hours of replay using different strategies
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 Intense skirmishes

 Sharp enemy AI

Similar to games like Eufloria, Galcon, and Tentacle Wars, R.O.O.T.S is a straightforward, simplified and visually stunning real-
time strategy game. Given the right amount of focus, every level and enemy can be skillfully and swiftly conquered.

Every decision plays a factor, only the best can plant the seed and grow their army.

Can you hold your planet and defeat the creeping, plotting enemy?
Play today and find out what the word INVASIVE truly stands for!

Be proud of your R.O.O.T.S
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Played an hour roughly so far and enjoyed it still working out the mechanics. for the price in my opionion you cant go wrong
and is a pretty looking game.. This game is dumb !!! at first I liked it. the cocept is good but some levels are super easy while
others are impossible ???
I guess that would come down to poor level design? as much as I have played I can not seem to fully grasp the mechanics of it?
how do I attack strongly or deffend all my combinations have failed ???? having more points ? nope? have all of them linked ?
nope. how they are linked. nope still un effected? I want to like this game but to many frustrations Not to mention so levels with
toatly random worms floating around ??? thats not a Puzzle or stategy to that it is just messy and confusing for no reason??? I
have even looked up how to beat some of the levels I could not beat but what I saw in vids never ever worked for me no matter
what I tried or how fast. even got to the point where I was almost winning but still lost. WOULD REALLY like to now how this
game is suppose to work. what allows you exactly to have a take over ??? Cuz it never \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing teaches
you that ????. I like this but there needs to be a volume contorl button.. Don\u00b4t buy at all, not even on a discount.
. This has a free flash game feeling to it and you will finish it within about an hour if you keep at it long enough.
Not worth the cash is my final verdict.. R.O.O.T.S is a fairly simple strategy game where you grow trees, and attempt to
eliminate the enemy trees. Despite its simplicity, it is engaging and fun, though I think a multiplayer mode would improve it..
An simple but interesting and relaxing puzzle\/strategy game. Well worth the price.
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